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THE MIDLAND MASTER ATHLETE 

WELCOME TO NEWSLETTER 270 - September 2021 

 
 

Welcome to the latest newsletter, our 50th year as a club. We are glad to be able to round 

up some recent races and activities. We begin this newsletter with a moving tribute to Brian 

Boyce, that Tipton Harriers have kindy agreed to let us reproduce part of their article.  

 

 

 

A TRIBUTE TO BRIAN BOYCE 
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One of early members Brian Boyce died in January, there is a detailed tribute on the Tipton 
Harriers website , that can be read here - RIP Brian Boyce (16/03/2021) 
(tiptonharriers.co.uk) 
 
This report mentions his involvement with our club and with the report’s writer, Chris 
Holloway, agreement that part is reproduced below. 
 
A cultural change was happening in athletics in the early 1970’s with the development of 
“veteran” or what we now know as “masters” competitions. Indeed, Tipton Harriers played a 
role in the establishment of the local area group call the Midland Veterans Athletic Club or 
MVAC with many of our club becoming key people in the movement. Brian was by this stage 
aged over 40 which was the threshold at which specific competition for age groups such as 
these was being created. 

Around this time his employment was as a sales representative with a firm called Bondina 
(part of the Vileda Group) working for their Vileda company who provided specialist air filters 
to various industries. He later moved to Air Filters Systems Ltd, and finally Auchard 
Developments Ltd as a Sales Director, until retirement was these newly established levels of 
competition that were to provide Brian with a new focus and enthusiasm. 

In 1978 he decided to train towards the World Veterans Championships to be held in 
Hanover in Germany in July 1979. He upped his mileage and trained twice a day clocking on 
average 70 miles a week. In 1979, now aged 47, he ran the marathon event in Germany and 
in 2h 53m 33s for 161st spot overall but crucially 37th in his age category (M45-49). Brian 
found this performance brought him and his GB team mates a silver medal in the team 
contest. 

On 30th October 1983 Brian was elected President of the MVAC/MMAC for the year 
1983/84. 

Brian was a regular and avid racer. But things were to come unstuck in the early 1980’s. He 
was still racing the longer distances and building up to the 1984 Sandwell Marathon. He was 
aware he had a problem and was diagnosed as having a tightening valve on the main artery 
going to his heart. No more Racing! 

In fact, things became worse and were life threatening. Brian was operated on at Harefield 
Hospital by Dr Magdi Yacoub who undertook to replace a valve and install a pacemaker. 
Brian was forever in his debt. After the operation a measured rehabilitation was undertaken 
beginning with walking, jogging and finally a return to running. He had a friendly challenge 
with his surgeon and “beat” him a year or so on in a charity race raising funds for the charity. 
The Express & Star named him “Bionic Brian”! 

Training and participation continued and he was seen in many of the local events in the 
Black Country. He competed in a Biathlon taking on his son Ian in the running and swimming 
event. 

Our last club based “athletic performance” we have for Brian was in 1988 fittingly in a 
MVAC/MMAC Handicap at Newbold on Avon. But this was not the end of his running career! 

Brian was a goodly soul and helped many charities and causes over the years. With his 
friend George Brazier he walked between Harefield and Russells Hall Hospitals to raise 
money for what is now known as Action Heart. They raised £11,000. 
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He proceeded to run the 1990 London Marathon at the age of 58 in a time of 4½ hours. He 
continued to relish running events up until the end of 1996. After that he did jog for fitness for 
a further few years. 

 

MMAC CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 

It seems a long, long time since the MMAC championships on June.6th.  

 

At the time of planning the event, we were still worried if the event would be able to take part 

due to the pandemic risks. The week before it looked like being a wet championships but the 

weather changed and it was a warm day. This worked out well for the presentation of the 

medals taking place outside with Irene Nicholls organising this.  

 

Using Nuneaton proved a success again and Wendy Kane did a tremendous job in for 

getting a strong team of officials. Thanks to those members of MMAC who helped officiate or 

took on other roles on the day. 

 

We had a question about how this year's entries compared to previous years, so I reviewed 

the power of 10 results showing all the people in each event. 

 

2018          403    this was the championships that also included the WMAC championships 

2019          396 

2021          429 

 

So this was our biggest event for finishers and of the 429 in the results, we presented 212 

gold, 96 silver and 33 bronze medals. 

 

Full results were on power of 10 that evening, with just a few errors. Mike Herring did briefly 

hold the M80 High Jump world record with 1.97! However, he lost it when the correction to 

0.97 was made.  

 

 

 

 

 

ENGLISH MASTERS ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION INTER - AREA CHALLENGE 

 

JULY 18 TH 2021 at NUNEATON:  

 

MENS TEAM REPORT BY LAWRIE DUNN AND JAMES ROBINSON 

 

It was probably the hottest day of the year for the annual Inter-Area 

Challenge. However, it didn’t prevent the Midland Masters Men’s team 

producing some very hot performances and convincingly retaining the title that 

they won at Coventry in 2019. It was a truly exceptional day for everyone 
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involved with the team whether it be competitors, supporters, team captains or 

team managers. 

The team produced many winners on the day and there were Championship 

Best Performances for David Oxland (M70 800 metres,) Derek Jackson, (M70 

1500 metres,) and the M50 4x100 relay squad of Patrick Corcoran, Darrell 

Wilde, Alex Haines and David Wilson. 

However, what made the difference in the overall points tally was not 

necessarily the individual winners but those team members who were willing 

to stand in, at often minutes notice, to fill in vacancies caused by fellow 

athletes going down with late injuries. Such was the camaraderie within the 

squad that there were barely any gaps in our team sheet. 

There were so many dedicated team athletes we needed three ‘Athlete of the 

Day’ awards. These went to Dave Wilson, Mat Paynter and Sam Cater who 

covered numerous events, some of which he had never competed in for 

several years or stood in for last minute events without so much of a flinch. 

Let’s also not forget the athletes who turned up just purely for the team events 

like the relays to name one was Patrick McBride in the M40 4x100W 

As for the ‘Man of the Match’ we do feel we need to put this down to Mens 

Team Manager Matt Long. We feel without his enthusiasm, dedication and 

belief in all of us, there wouldn’t have been so many athletes turning out or the 

amount of great performances achieved. 

With the Ladies team also winning, it meant that the Midlands also won the 

combined title. A satisfying day all round for everyone concerned with the 

teams. 

The Midland Masters can now look forward in eager anticipation to competing 

together again and defending the titles that they won in 2020 at the Indoor 

Inter-Area Challenge which is due to be held in the early months of 2022, 

probably at Lee Valley. 

Lawrie Dunn served as Mens Captain on the day, with James Robinson 

acting as Vice Captain. 

 

 

LADIES TEAM REPORT BY TEAM MANAGER ELAINE MEE 

 

 

The outdoor Inter Area match 2021 will be one that isn’t going to be forgotten 

easily mainly because it was very hot! Yes, the day was the hottest that I have 

experienced in my time as team manager. 

But, regardless of the weather the athlete’s turned out and they all did their best 

to contribute to another win. 

Well done everyone winning all three trophies again was an excellent 

performance by all. 

Looking forward to next time. 

Elaine 
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ENGLAND MASTERS REPRESENTATIVE TEAMS FOR ROAD RUNNING 

 

 

 

 
 
Penelope Barber at the double!  Half Marathon Team England representative match. Photo credit Mick Collins 

 

 

Congratulations to all our 17 of our members selected to run for Team England in 

London in September. In addition the club can boast our own Chris Hollinshead (Team 

Lead) and Matt Long (Team Manager and Team Coach) as having been appointed as 

support staff. 

Special mention has to go to W60 Penelope Barber who amazingly doubled in both the 

Kew Gardens 10k (46m08s) on the Saturday and Richmond Half Marathon just 24 hours 

later (1hr44m33s) finishing a fine 3rd in her age category in the latter. 

M35 Jonny Carter (32m47s) for a superb 3rd in the overall race (2nd in his age category) 

and M70 Derek Jackson (39m20s), who took gold in his age category both made Fast 

Running magazine’s online national press. 

Age category runners up spots went to Caroline Warrington W35 (37m18s); W45 Lucie 

Tait-Harris (37m49s); W50 Wendy Rothenbaugh (40m47s); M55 Phil Parry (35m44s) 

and M75 Phil Brennan (49m37s). 

Bronze medallists in their age categories included W50 Clare Joliffe (40m52s); M65 
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Clive Rose (44m11s) and M70 Ron Cattle (42m20s) 

Wearing the coveted white and red vests of the country with pride were the excellent 

Jane Pidgeon (46m20), and inspiring Karen Brooks (44m46s) and Kathryn Morton 

(46m55s) who did Team England proud. 

Joining the aforementioned Barber was M35 Jim Hickinbottom who blasted round the 

13.1 mile half marathon on the Sunday with 74m40s for another age category bronze. 

 

 

 

 

MICROCYCLES FOR MASTERS - MATT LONG PEDDLES AN OPINION ON 

MICROCYCLES 

 

Three athletes are sat dining in the Restaurant of Athletics. As ‘Senior’, ‘Dumb 

Masters’ and ‘Smart Masters’ are served their three course meal they all tuck in. 

‘Senior’ bolts down his starter and is impatient to crack on with his main course 

before walloping down his dessert no problem- full of testosterone he eats like the 

proverbial horse. ‘Dumb Masters’ tries to keep up with ‘Senior’ but midway through 

the main course has to admit defeat before disappearing off to the toilet to manage a 

severe case of indigestion and the associated flatulence which comes with it. He 

returns looking a little sheepish before muttering apologetically, “I just can’t eat like I 

used to”. Meanwhile ‘Smart Masters’ is taking his time- he’s only just begun on his 

soup for starters because he’s ordered an hors d’oeuvre to whet his appetite. He is 

having a five course meal rather than a three course meal and knows he needs to 

take his time. He realises that he needs longer recovery in between his training day 

meals but that by taking his time over an extended microcycle of training, whilst he 

can no longer quite keep up with the eating pace of ‘Senior’, he can at least avoid 

the indigestion of ‘Dumb Masters’ who tries in vain to keep up with ‘Senior’ by 

cramming his eating into a short microcycle 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The analogy 

Food based analogies have been used by this author on two previous occasions to 

articulate training principles (see Long, M. and Lancaster, C. 2020 ‘The Training 

Menu’. September 3rd and Long, M. 2021 ‘Sweet Tooth’. March 31st). Those two 

articles focused more on the periodisation of a macrocycle of training whereas this 

piece zooms in on training microcycles which tend of course to be characterised by 

days rather than weeks or months. 

Autoethnographic insight 

The purpose of the analogy is to demonstrate this author’s growing conviction that 

the traditional 7 day microcycle may in many cases be wholly inappropriate for 

masters athletes whether they run, jump or throw. ‘We know this,’ I hear some of you 

cry! Rather than trying to teach you to suck eggs, the author’s concern is genuine in 

having served as both personal and team coach to several masters athletes who 

have represented their respective countries. We might know what the theory is but 

the author’s autoethnographic experiences suggests a gap analysis between the 

textbook and social practice is needed. 

The club system 

We are taught that the good Lord created the world in 6 days and on the 7th he 
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rested and likewise athletics and the club system is shaped to repeat our cultural 

tradition of time being measured in the 7 day cycle. We tend to train at clubs typically 

on Tuesdays and Thursdays and then ‘session’ once more at weekends if we are not 

competing. All too often training cycles are repeated week by week by the unthinking 

coach or athlete or indeed the frustrated coach or athlete who feels he or she has to 

 

comply because that’s the way the world is and ‘some things will never change’ to 

borrow a line from the Bruce Hornsby lyrical hit. 

Musculoskeletal changes 

The problem for masters athletes is that all too often because they are still deemed 

‘good for age’ they try and repeat this 7 day cycle which earned them success when 

they were considerably younger as seniors. This being said the pioneering work of 

Dr. Nicky Keay (see ‘Masters Athletes’ on athletcshub.co.uk) provides an 

indication that the training microcycle needs to be extended for athletes who have 

enhanced biological and/ or training ages. The Durham University and British 

Association of Sport and Exercise accredited Keay has made a great contribution to 

understanding how hormonal function decline is associated with a reduced response 

to training. In terms of body composition, masters athletes may suffer a decline in 

both muscle and bone mass conversely with an increase in both subcutaneous and 

visceral body fat. A decline in bone mineral density can be associated with what 

medics may frame as ‘Sarcopenia’, which is a progressive and generalised skeletal 

muscle disorder. Dr. Keay has drawn on the work of Copeland (2004) in forging a 

comprehension of how and why systemic musculoskeletal changes make it harder to 

maintain the lean muscle which masters athletes may well have carried as seniors. 

In biological terms, both testosterone in males and oestradiol in females will decline 

to a greater or lesser extent. The anaerobic capacity of an athlete will tend to regress 

with the masters athlete being exposed to an enhanced risk of injury. All of the above 

factors make it much harder for training adaptations to take place and contribute to 

what tends to be a relatively linear decline in performative terms until a marked 

decline around the eighth decade of life, if the athlete is still retained in the sport. 

Training load   

Training load thus has to be adapted for athletes with a higher biological and training 

age and rather than just ‘easing off’, it would be more functional and precise to 

suggest that masters athletes consider working over a microcycle which may 

typically far exceed the traditional 7 day weekly cycle and extend to 9-11 days. Of 

course many senior athletes and their coaches have wised up to this and are doing 

so, so why aren’t some masters following suit? For endurance athletes, for example, 

the long steady run may not need to be effected as it traditionally is every Sunday 

morning. A Sunday morning long run may be effected next 10 days later, for 

instance, a week on Wednesday. 

A utopian vision? 

The athletics club of the twenty-first century may in fact need to consider alternating 

say Tuesday and Thursday ‘hard session’ club nights with Mondays and 

Wednesdays for example in order to truly embrace rather than merely to tolerate 

training microcycles which do not neatly fit into any weekly window. Far fetched? 

Impractical? Unworkable? Well certainly it’s a challenge as our sport is based on 

both the comfort of routine and is underpinned by a limited pool of volunteerism but 

it’s the kind of blue sky thinking which is needed to take performances to a new level. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

So if you are 35 or above, next time you are sat ready to dine in the Restaurant of 

Athletics have a think about whether you’d like to eat alongside ‘Dumb’ or ‘Smart 

Masters’ and adjust your training microcycle according to biological and training 

need rather than the blindness of a falsely loyal weekly routine. 

Questions for your self-reflection 

1. To what extent am I guilty of attempting to train like I did as a senior status 

athlete? 

2. How long is my training microcycle? 

3. Why is my training microcycle the length it is? 

4. What benefits might an extension of my training microcycle bring? 

5. How will I attempt to measure whether an extension to my training microcycle 

is functional for my athletic performance? 

 

 
As a former winner of Britain’s top trophy for coach education awarded 

through the British Milers’ Club, the author of more than 300 coaching articles 

and a book on Youth Endurance commissioned by England Athletics, Matt 

Long welcomes contact from coaches and athletes through 

mattlongcoach@gmail.com. Articles are accessible through his Power of 10 

entry and are freely disseminated. 

Note: An earlier version of this work appeared as Long, M. (2021) Menu Masters. 

Fast Running magazine. 16 th September. 

 

 

 

 

 

TRACK SUITS 

 

 

 

Of the original 60 Track Suit tops we had produced, all but one have now been sold.  
 
We are considering buying some more of these tops for sale at the indoor inter-areas and 
next year's Midlands Masters Championships.  
 
We think its better if people are able to try them on and see what size is best. 
 
We have a few people who have said they would like to buy one, if you are interested let me 
know at Grahamhlamb@gmail.com 
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NEW MEMBERS 

 

Our current membership is 625 and we welcome these new members 

 

Andrew Taplin 

Clare Gratrix 

Gary Bennett 

Jon Tibke 

James Purchase 

Tim Brock 

Greg Asbury 

Barry Gardner 

Richard Askwith 

Charles Barker 

Marcus Mumford 

Annette Webster 

Daniel Thornton 

Paul Painter 

Stephen O'Brien 

Amy Pinkney 

Altino Mageste 

Tariq Kurd 

Sue Chicken 

Ben Benson 

Richard Emsley 

Fiona Meldrum 

Patricia Garner 
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2020/2021 MMAC COMMITTEE 
 
 
President:  Sue Kneill Boxley 
President elect:  to be agreed 
Chair: Graham Lamb  
Vice Chairman: Rita Brownlie 
Secretary: Jill Lamb  
Membership Secretary: Graham Lamb  
Treasurer: Martin Wilkinson  
Minutes Sec: Jill Lamb 
Social Secretary: Adrian Lloyd 
Walking Secretary: Carolyn Derbyshire 
Handicapper: Irene Nicolls  
T&F Secretary: Elaine Mee 
Asst. T&F: Cheryl Derbyshire 
Road & CC Secretary: Chris Mason 
Officials Secretary: Wendy Kane 
Media website: Sue Kneill-Boxley  
Committee Members: Marica Smedley, Irene Nicholls 
Records Co-ordinator: Irene Nicolls 
Newsletter Editor: Andrea Sexton 
Asst. N/L , Editor: vacant 
Delegates: 

MCAAA Rita Brownlie,  
EAMA: Irene Nicolls & Graham Lamb 
BMAF Graham Lamb 

Team/Managers: 
CC International: Mick Smedley  
MVL MMAC Vets team manager Tony Porter  
Interarea teams - Men - Matt Long, Women - Elaine Mee 

Welfare Officers: Jill Lamb will cover role until it is advertised and filled 
 

 

Next events coming up:  

 

Rugby 10, including the MMAC championships 

BMAF Cross country relays which will include MMAC awards. 

 

 

 

 


